T.E.N. Tops "Touchdown" Squash Team Drops Match

Hockey Team Holds Boston College Even

Squash Team Drops Match

Boston College and Dartmouth Downs varsity team were defeated last night by the Tech in front of a small audience in the Haskell Gym. The varsity squash team was overthrown by a well-trained squad from Dartmouth, while the Tech varsity football team was defeated by Boston College despite a last-minute touchdown from the Big Blue. In the squash match, the first singles position was won by T.E.N. with a score of 6-1, 6-0. In the second singles position, Phi Mu Delta defeated Phi Delta Theta with a score of 6-2, 6-2. In the third singles position, Phi Delta Theta defeated Phi Mu Delta with a score of 6-2, 6-0. In the doubles position, Phi Mu Delta defeated Phi Delta Theta with a score of 6-3, 6-4. In the mixed doubles position, Phi Delta Theta defeated Phi Mu Delta with a score of 6-1, 6-0.
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